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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let K be a field of characteristic not 2 and let A, s be either a
central simple K-algebra with an involution s of the first or second kind
or an algebra of the form A = Aop, where A is a central simple0 0 0
 op.  op.K-algebra and s is the switch involution, that is, s a, b s b, a . We
will call both of these types central simple K-algebras with in¨olution. Let F
denote the fixed field of s restricted to the center of A. Recall that
 .A, s is said to be isotropic if A contains a nonzero element a such that
 .  .s a a s 0 and A, s is said to be hyperbolic if A contains a right ideal I
H H  <  . 4 such that I s I , where I s y g A s y I s 0 see Bayer-Fluckiger
w x w x.et al. 1 and Tignol 5 . If A s End V where V is an F-vector space andF
s is the adjoint involution arising from a quadratic form q on V, then
 .  .  .A, s is isotropic hyperbolic if and only if q is isotropic hyperbolic . If
op  .A s A = A and s is the switch involution, then A, s is hyperbolic.0 0
* This research was done while the first author was a visitor at the Universite CatholiqueÂ
de Louvain. He thanks the Institut de Mathematique Pure et Appliquee for its hospitality.Â Â
E-mail address: haile@ucs.indiana.edu.
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 . w xNow let p t g F t be monic and separable of even degree 2n and let
w x w xF p s F t rp t F t . .  .
 .  .Because p t is separable the ring F p is a direct product of separable
 .  .  .field extensions of F, F p s F p = ??? = F p , where the p 's are1 r i
w x  .  .  .  .irreducible polynomials in F t and p t s p t ??? p t . If A, s is a1 r
 .central simple K-algebra with involution we say A, s becomes hyper-
 .   . .bolic over F p if each of the algebras A m F p , s m 1 is hyperbolic.F
w xIn Tignol 5 it was shown that there is a universal object H for suchp
algebras. Namely one lets H be the free F-algebra on the 2n indetermi-p
nates a , a , . . . , a , b , b , . . . , b , subject to the relations coming from the1 2 n 1 2 n
following equation, where the indeterminate t is central:
p t s t n q a t ny1 q ??? qa t n q b t ny1 q ??? qb . 1 .  . .  .1 n 1 n
 .The algebra H admits a unique involution s satisfying s b s a forp p p i i
w x  .  .all i. Then by 5, Proposition 10 if A, s is anisotropic then A, s
 .becomes hyperbolic over F p if and only if there is a homomorphism
 .  .H , s ª A, s of F-algebras with involution. We will refer to thep p
existence of such a homomorphism as the hyperbolicity criterion.
In this paper we first give a quadratic-form theoretic formulation of the
hyperbolicity criterion. We then determine the structure of the algebra
H . We prove that H is a homomorphic image of a certain twistedp p
polynomial ring over the free F-algebra in n y 1 variables. As a conse-
 .quence we show that if the degree of p t is greater than four, then Hp
 .contains a free algebra. However, we also show that for all p t , the
algebra H has a homomorphic image which is the Clifford algebra of ap
quadratic form over a polynomial ring. As an application we use this
Clifford algebra to describe quaternion algebras over F with a symplectic
 .involution that become hyperbolic over F p . For such algebras hyperbol-
icity is equivalent to being split. In fact every quaternion algebra admits a
 .unique symplectic involution, so the result classifies the quaternion
 .algebras split by F p ; see Proposition 18.
2. HYPERBOLICITY CRITERIA AND THE
SCHARLAU TRANSFER
 .Let V, q be an anisotropic quadratic space over F and let s denote
w xthe adjoint involution on End V associated to q. Let also p g F t be aF
separable polynomial. As pointed out in the Introduction, the algebra with
 .  .involution End V, s is anisotropic, and V, q becomes hyperbolic overF
 .  .  .F p if and only if End V, s becomes hyperbolic over F p , if and onlyF
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 .if there is a homomorphism of algebras with involution H , s ªp p
 .End V, s .F
Our aim in this section is to translate this last condition into quadratic-
form theoretic terms.
We begin with the following general observation on subalgebras of
anisotropic algebras:
 .LEMMA 1. Let A, s be anisotropic and let B be a s-in¨ariant subalge-
bra of A. Then B is semisimple. Moreo¨er if B s B [ ??? [ B is the1 r
decomposition of B into simple components then each B is s-in¨ariant andi
 < .B , s is anisotropic.Bi i
Proof. Let B be a s-invariant subalgebra of A. If J is the Jacobson
radical of B and J / 0 then there is a positive integer k such that J k / 0,
kq1  . k  k .  .but J s 0. Because s J s J, we have J s J s 0. But A, s is
anisotropic, so this is not possible. Hence J s 0.
Now let B s B [ ??? [ B be the decomposition of B into simple1 r
components. The involution s must permute the components. If for some
 .  .i we have s B s B , with i / j, then B s B s 0, a contradiction.i j i i
Hence each B is s-invariant. It follows immediately from the definition ofi
 < .anisotropic that each B , s must be anisotropic.Bi i
 .Until the end of this section, we assume V, q is an anisotropic vector
space over F and we denote by s the adjoint involution with respect to q.
Thus, if b is the symmetric bilinear form corresponding to q,
b ¨ , f w s b s f ¨ , w for all f g End V and ¨ , w g V . .  .  . .  . F
LEMMA 2. Suppose B ; End V is a s-in¨ariant subalgebra and letF
B s B [ ??? [ B1 r
be the decomposition of B into simple components. Then V decomposes into
an orthogonal sum of subspaces
V s V H ??? H V1 r
such that End V > B for all i s 1, . . . , r. Con¨ersely, if V is an orthogonalF i i
direct sum of subspaces as abo¨e, then End V contains End V [ ??? [F F 1
End V as a s-in¨ariant subalgebra.F r
Proof. For i s 1, . . . , r, let e g B ; B be the unique nonzero centrali i
 .idempotent, and let V s e V . Since e , . . . , e are orthogonal idempo-i i 1 r
tents such that e q ??? qe s 1, we have1 r
V [ ??? [ V s V .1 r
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Since moreover e , . . . , e are symmetric, by Lemma 1, it follows that1 r
V , . . . , V are pairwise orthogonal. The relations1 r
End V s e End V e > e Be s B .F i i F i i i i
complete the proof of the first part.
For the converse, denote by e g End V the orthogonal projection ontoi F
V , for i s 1, . . . , r. This is a symmetric idempotent such that End V si F i
 .e End V e . Since the idempotents e , . . . , e are orthogonal and ei F i 1 r 1
 .  .q ??? qe s 1, it follows that e End V e [ ??? [ e End V e is a s-r 1 F 1 r F r
invariant subalgebra of End V.F
 .This lemma allows us to restrict to simple subalgebras of End V, s .F
 .Note that any inclusion B ; End V endows V with a left B-moduleF
structure. We want to show that stability of B under s implies that the
quadratic form q is the Scharlau transfer of a hermitian form on the
B-module V. We start with a few observations on hermitian forms.
Let B be a simple finite-dimensional F-algebra with F-linear involution
t and let U be a finitely generated B-module. A hermitian form on U with
respect to t is a bi-additive map
h : U = U ª B
such that
h bu, b9u9 s bh u , u9 t b9 .  .  .
and
h u9, u s t h u , u9 .  . .
 .for all u, u9 g U and b, b9 g B. The form h is nonsingular if h u, u9 s 0
for all u9 g U implies u s 0.
Let s: B ª F be a nonzero F-linear map such that
s bb9 s s b9b and s t b s s b for all b , b9 g B. 2 .  .  .  .  . .
If Z denotes the center of B and Z > F the subfield of Z elementwise0
invariant under t , every such map can be obtained by composing the
reduced trace Trd : B ª Z with the trace Tr : Z ª Z and with aB Zr Z 00
.  .nonzero linear map Z ª F. A symmetric F-bilinear map s# h on U0
may be defined by
s# h u , u9 s s h u , u9 for u , u9 g U. .  .  . .
 .Abusing notation, we also denote by s# h the corresponding quadratic
 .form on U, called the Scharlau transfer of h with respect to s . The same
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construction holds without change for skew-hermitian forms, i.e., forms for
 .   ..  .which h u9, u s yt h u, u9 . Of course, in this case the form s# h is
alternating instead of symmetric.
 .LEMMA 3. If the hermitian or skew-hermitian form h is nonsingular,
 .then the bilinear form s# h is nonsingular. Moreo¨er, embedding B ¨
 .End U by left multiplication, the adjoint in¨olution with respect to s# hF
restricts to t on B and to the adjoint in¨olution with respect to h on the
centralizer C B s End U.End U BF
 . .Proof. Suppose u g U is such that s# h u, u9 s 0 for all u9 g U.
 .Then h u, U is a right ideal in B contained in the kernel of s. In view of
 .  .2 , Bh u, U is then a two-sided ideal contained in ker s. Since B is simple
 .  4and s / 0, we have h u, U s 0 , hence u s 0 since h is nonsingular. For
b g B and u, u9 g U we have
s# h bu, u9 s s bh u , u9 .  .  . .
 .hence, in view of 2 ,
s# h bu, u9 s s h u , t b u9 s s# h u , t b u9 . .  .  .  .  . .  . .
 .Therefore, the adjoint involution with respect to s# h restricts to t on B.
The last claim is clear.
 .PROPOSITION 4. Let V, q be a quadratic space o¨er F and let B ;
End V be a simple subalgebra stable under the adjoint in¨olution s withF
respect to q. We endow V with the induced left B-module structure and pick
 .any nonzero F-linear map s : B ª F satisfying 2 . There is a nonsingular
hermitian form
h : V = V ª B
 < .with respect to the in¨olution s on B such thatB
q s s# h . .
Proof. Since s stabilizes B, it also stabilizes its centralizer End V. ByB
w x <4, Theorem 8.7.4 , the restriction s is the adjoint involution withEnd VB
respect to some nonsingular hermitian or skew-hermitian form
h : V = V ª B0
<with respect to s . Let u denote the adjoint involution on End V withB F
 .  .respect to s# h . There is an invertible element g g GL V such that0
 .s g s "g and
u f s gs f gy1 .  .
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for all f g End V. By Lemma 3, we haveF
< < < <u s s and u s s ,B B End V End VB B
hence g is in the center of B. Define then
h ¨ , ¨ 9 s h g¨ , ¨ 9 for ¨ , ¨ 9 g V . .  .1 0
Since g is central in B, we have
h b¨ , b9¨ 9 s bh ¨ , ¨ 9 s b9 .  .  .1 1
for ¨ , ¨ 9 g V and b, b9 g B. Therefore, h is a hermitian or skew-1
hermitian form on the B-module V. More precisely, h is hermitian if h1 0
 .  .is hermitian and s g s g or if h is skew-hermitian and s g s yg, and0
.it is skew-hermitian in the other cases. A straightforward verification
 .shows that s is the adjoint involution with respect to s# h . In particular,1
since s is of orthogonal type as it is the adjoint involution with respect to
. w xthe quadratic form q , the form h is hermitian. By 4, Sect. 8.7 , involu-1
tions of orthogonal type on End V correspond bijectively to quadraticF
forms on V up to a scalar factor. Therefore, multiplying h by a suitable1
=  .factor in F , we get a hermitian form h on V such that s# h s q.
Combining Lemma 2 and Proposition 4, we get a quadratic-form theo-
retic version of the hyperbolicity criterion.
 .THEOREM 5. Let V, q be an anisotropic quadratic space o¨er F. If
 .  .V, q becomes hyperbolic o¨er F p , then there exist finite-dimensional
 .  .  .simple anisotropic homomorphic images B , s , . . . , B , s of H , s ,1 1 r r p p
 .  .  .  .hermitian spaces V , h , . . . , V , h o¨er B , s , . . . , B , s , and F-1 1 r r 1 1 r r
 .linear maps s : B ª F satisfying 2 such thati i
q s s # h H ??? H s # h . .  .1 1 r r
 .Con¨ersely, e¨ery quadratic form of this type becomes hyperbolic o¨er F p .
This theorem may be used to describe the Witt kernel
W F p rF s ker WF ª WF p . .  . .  .
For each finite-dimensional simple anisotropic F-algebra with involution
 .  .B, s which is a homomorphic image of H , s , we select an F-linearp p
 .  .map s : B ª F satisfying 2 and we denote by W B, s the Witt group of
 .hermitian spaces over B, s . The map s induces a group homomorphism
s# : W B , s ª WF . .
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  . .COROLLARY 6. The Witt kernel W F p rF is the subgroup of WF
 .generated by the images of the transfer maps s# : W B, s ª WF, where
 .B, s runs o¨er the finite-dimensional simple anisotropic homomorphic
 .images of H , s .p p
3. STRUCTURE OF Hp
As in the Introduction let
p t s t 2 n q s t 2 ny1 q ??? qs t q s 3 .  .1 2 ny1 2 n
 .be monic and separable over F. From 1 one has
 4H s F a , a , . . . , a , b , b , . . . , b rI ,p 1 2 n 1 2 n
where I is the two-sided ideal generated by the elements
¡a q b q a b y s for k s 1, 2, . . . , nk k i j k
iqjsk~r k s .
a b y s for k s n q 1, n q 2, . . . , 2n. i j k¢
iqjsk
4 .
From these relations it is clear that H admits a unique involution sp p
 .satisfying s b s a for all i.p i i
We want to prove that H is isomorphic to a quotient ring of a certainp
twisted polynomial ring which we now describe. Let R s F x , x , . . . ,1 2
4  .x , the free algebra on n y 1 noncommuting variables. The ring Rny1
admits a unique F-algebra endomorphism a defined inductively by
a x s yx q s y a x x for k s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1. 5 .  .  .k k k i j
iqjsk
In fact a is an automorphism; its inverse is the F-algebra endomorphism
a 9 defined inductively by
a 9 x s yx q s y x a 9 x for k s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1. 6 .  .  .k k k i j
iqjsk
For k s 1, . . . , n y 1, let
d x s s y a x x x q a x x y s . 7 .  .  .  . k n i j k i j nqk /
iqjsn iqjsnqk
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 .Define an F-algebra homomorphism R ª M R by mapping x to2 k
x 0k .. The image of an arbitrary element a g R then has the formd x a x .  .k k
a 0 ., where the map d : R ª R is an a-derivation, i.e., an F-lineard a a a .  .
map such that
d ab s d a b q a a d b for all a, b g R . .  .  .  .
w x  i < 4Let S be the twisted polynomial ring S s R y; a , d . So S s Sr y r g Ri i
 .  .and the multiplication in S is determined by yr s a r y q d r . We may
thus equivalently define S as the factor ring
 4S s F x , . . . , x , y rJ91 ny1
where J9 is the ideal generated by the relations
r 9 k s yx y a x y y d x for k s 1, . . . , n y 1. .  .  .k k k
Let
y9 s yy q s y a x x g S. 8 .  .n i j
iqjsn
We may define an F-linear involution b on R byp
b x s a x for k s 1, . . . , n y 1; 9 .  .  .p k k
then
b d x y d x s a x s y a x x .  .  .  .p k k k n i j /
isjsn
y s y a x x x .n i j k /
iqjsn
s b x y q y9 y y q y9 x . .  .  .p k k
 .Therefore, the relation r 9 k may be rewritten as
r 9 k s b x y9 y y9x y b d x , .  .  .p k k p k
hence b extends to an involution on S by lettingp
b y s y9. 10 .  .p
 4Now let J be the ideal in F a , a , . . . , a , b , b , . . . , b generated by1 2 n 1 2 n
 .the relations r k , for 1 F k F 2n y 1. We will abuse notation by letting
 4a and b denote their images in F a , a , . . . , a , b , b , . . . , b rJ.i i 1 2 n 1 2 n
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PROPOSITION 7. There is a unique isomorphism of F-algebras with in¨olu-
tion
 4f : S, b ª F a , a , . . . , a , b , b , . . . , b rJ , s .  .p 1 2 n 1 2 n p
 .  .  .such that f x s b for i s 1, . . . , n y 1, f y9 s a , and f y s b .i i n n
 4Proof. Let T s F a , a , . . . , a , b , b , . . . , b . There is an F-algebra1 2 n 1 2 n
 .homomorphism f : R ª TrJ such that f x s b , for k s 1, . . . , n y 1.k k
  ..An easy induction argument shows that f a x s a , k s 1, . . . , n y 1.k k
It then follows that for each k s 1, . . . , n y 1
f d x s s y a b b q a b y s . .  k n i j k i j nqk /
iqjsn iqjsnqk
i , j-n
s b b y a b .n k k n
 .   ..   ..Hence b f x s f a x b q f d x , so f can be extended to S byn k k n k
 .setting f y s b . Thenn
f y9 s yb q s y a b , . n n i j
iqjsn
 .  .hence relation r n yields f y9 s a . Since the involution b is definedn p
 .  .  .by 9 and 10 , and since s a s b for k s 1, . . . , n, it is clear that fp k k
preserves the involutions.
To define a homomorphism from TrJ to S, we first consider the
 .  .homomorphism c : T ª S obtained by setting c b s x and c a sk k k
 .  .  .a x for k s 1, . . . , n y 1, and c b s y, c a s y9. To check that ck n n
 .factors through TrJ we need to verify the relations r k for k s 1, . . . , 2n
y 1. For k s 1, . . . , n y 1, we have
c a q c b q c a c b y s .  .  .  .k k i j k
iqjsk
s a x q x y a x x y s s 0. .  .k k i j k
iqjsk
For k s n we have
c a q c b q c a c b y s s y9 q y .  .  .  .n n i j n
iqjsn
y a x x y s s 0. . i j n
iqjsn
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Finally for k s n q 1, . . . , 2n y 1 we have
c a c b y s .  . i j k
iqjsk
s c a c b q c a c b q c a c b y s .  .  .  .  .  .n kyn kyn n i j k
iqjsk
i , j-n
s y9x q a x y q a x x y s .  .kyn kyn i j k
iqjsk
s yyx q d x q a x y .  .kyn kyn kyn
s 0.
It follows that c induces an F-algebra homomorphism from TrJ to S.
This induced map is inverse to f.
Given this proposition it follows that H ( SrV where V is the ideal inp
 .S generated by the image in S of the last relation r 2n , that is, by
y9y y s .2 n
As it turns out this ideal has a very simple form.
LEMMA 8. The element y9y lies in the center of S and y9y s yy9.
Proof. We consider the following two elements in the power series ring
ww xx  .S u in the central indeterminate u :
j s 1 q x u q x u2 q ??? qx uny1 q yun ,1 2 ny1
h s 1 q a x u q a x u2 q ??? qa x uny1 q y9un . .  .  .1 2 ny1
By Proposition 7 we have
hj s 1 q s u q s u2 q ??? qs u2 ny1 q y9yu2 n .1 2 2 ny1
ww xxNow h, j are invertible in S u and so
jh s j hj jy1 s 1 q s u q ??? qs u2 ny1 q j y9yjy1 u2 n . .  .1 2 ny1
ww xx y1 2But since j g 1 q uS u we have j y9yj s y9y q t u q t u q ??? for1 2
some t g S and soi
jh s 1 q s u q ??? qs u2 ny1 q y9yu2 n q t u2 nq1 q ??? .1 2 ny1 1
On the other hand direct calculation gives
jh s 1 q x q a x u q ??? qyy9u2 n , . .1 1
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hence yy9 s y9y and 0 s t s t s ??? . Hence j commutes with y9y. But1 2
then y9y commutes with x , x , . . . , x , y, so y9y lies in the center1 2 ny1
of S.
We can now state the main structure theorem on the algebra H .p
 . 2 n 2 ny1THEOREM 9. Let p t s t q s t q ??? qs t q s be monic1 2 ny1 2 n
w xand separable o¨er F. Let S s R y; a , d be the twisted polynomial ring o¨er
 4  .the free F-algebra R s F x , . . . , x where a and d are gi¨ en by Eqs. 51 ny1
 .  .and 7 . Let y9 be as in 8 . Then the element y9y y s is central in S and2 n
 .  .symmetric under the in¨olution b defined by 9 and 10 , and there is ap
unique isomorphism of F-algebras with in¨olution:
&
f : Sr y9y y s S, b ª H , s .  . .2 n p p p
 .  .  .such that f x s b for i s 1, . . . , n y 1, f y9 s a , and f y s b .i i n n
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 7 and Lemma 8.
The polynomial y9y y s is monic of degree 2 in y. It follows that every2 n
 .element of Sr y9y y s S has a unique expression as r q r y where2 n 0 1
 .r , r g R. In particular the canonical homomorphism R ª Sr y9y y s S0 1 2 n
  .is an imbedding and Sr y9y y s S is a free left R-module of dimension2 n
.2 . We therefore have the following corollary.
COROLLARY 10. The subalgebra of H generated by b , . . . , b is freep 1 ny1
on those generators. In particular if the degree of p is greater than four, then
H contains a free F-algebra on two ¨ariables.p
The same method as in Lemma 8 yields the following.
PROPOSITION 11. In H we ha¨ep
p t s t n q b t ny1 q ??? qb t n q a t ny1 q ??? qa . 11 .  . .  .1 n 1 n
There is an automorphism of H of order 2 which interchanges a and b forp k k
all k s 1, . . . , n.
ww xxProof. In the power series ring H u in a central indeterminate u,p
we consider the elements
a s 1 q a u q ??? qa un b s 1 q b u q ??? qb un .1 n 1 n
 .  n ny1 . n ny1 .From p t s t q a t q ??? qa t q b t q ??? qb it follows1 n 1 n
that
ab s 1 q s u q s u2 q ??? qs u2 n ,1 2 2 n
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ww xxhence ab is central in H u . On the other hand, a is invertible inp
ww xx ww xxH u since it lies in 1 q uH u ; thereforep p
ab s ay1 ab a s ba, .
 .  .and 11 follows. This relation shows that the relations r k are preserved
under the map which interchanges a and b for k s 1, . . . , n. Therefore,k k
this map induces an automorphism of H .p
4. QUATERNION ALGEBRAS
In this section we begin by examining an interesting homomorphic
image C of H . It will turn out that if the degree of p is at most fourp p
then C is isomorphic to H . We will use C to obtain information aboutp p p
 .quaternion algebras which split over F p .
 . w x  .To begin let p t g F t be as in 3 . Let
U s F r , r , . . . , r , r , a , 1 F i F j F n1 2 ny1 n i j
n q 1 .be the polynomial ring in n q variables. Let2
f t s t n q r t ny1 q ??? qr t q r . 1 ny1 n
be the generic polynomial of degree n and let
q x , x , . . . , x s a x x . 1 2 n i j i j
iFj
be the generic quadratic form in n variables. Let D denote the Clifford
algebra of q over U, that is,
 4D s U y , . . . , y rI ,1 n q
 4where U y , . . . , y is the free algebra in n variables over U and I is1 n q
 .2the ideal generated by the set of elements c y q ??? qc y y1 1 n n
 . < 4q c , . . . , c c , . . . , c g U . We then define C to be DrV D where V1 n 1 n p p p
 .2is the ideal of U generated by the relations needed to obtain f t y
 ny1 ny2 .  .q t , t , . . . , t, 1 s p t . In other words C is the Clifford algebra ofp
the image of q over the ring Z s UrV . We will let q denote this form.p p p
We first describe Z .p
wPROPOSITION 12. The canonical F-algebra homomorphism from F a ,i j
x1 F i F j F n y 1 to Z is an isomorphism. In particular Z is isomorphicp p
n .to a polynomial ring in ¨ariables o¨er F.2
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 .2Proof. By computing the coefficients of the polynomial f t y
 ny1 ny2 .  .q t , t , . . . , t, 1 y p t one sees that the ideal V is generated by thep
elements
w k s r r y a y s for k s 1, 2, . . . , n , 12 .  . i j i j k
iqjsk iqjsk
 .where we let r s 1. The relations w k for k s 1, 2, . . . , n allow one to0
 .express in Z each r in terms of the a , 1 F i F j F n y 1. Then thep k i j
 .relation w k for k s n q 1, . . . , n can be used to express the element
a in terms of the a , 1 F i F j F n y 1. It follows that the canonicalkyn, n i j
w xmap F a , 1 F i F j F n y 1 ª Z is onto. Since V is generated by 2ni j p p
n .elements the Krull dimension of the ring Z is at least . Therefore, thep 2
 4kernel of the canonical map above must be reduced to 0 and the result
follows.
Let t be the standard involution on C , viewed as the Clifford algebrap p
of q over Z ; that is, t is the unique involution leaving the elements ofp p p
 .Z invariant and satisfying t y s yy for all i.p p i i
PROPOSITION 13. There is a unique F-algebra homomorphism g from
 .  .  .  .H , s onto C , t such that g a s r y y and g b s r q y forp p p p i i i i i i
i s 1, . . . , n. The kernel of g is the smallest ideal of H such that in the factorp
ring the images of the elements a b q a b are central for 1 F i F j F n.i j j i
 .2  ny1 ny2Proof. Over the polynomial ring Z we have f t y q t , t , . . . ,p
.  . w xt, 1 s p t . Hence in C t we havep
2n n n




n nyi n nyit q r y y t t q r q y t s p t .  .  . i i i i /  /
is1 is1
w x  .in C t and so there is a map g : H ª C such that g a s r y y andp p p i i i
 .g b s r q y for i s 1, . . . , n. Clearly this uniquely determines g . More-i i i
over g (s s t (g . The image of g contains y , . . . , y . Since a s y2 andp p 1 n ii i
a s y y q y y for i / j, the map g is surjective. This proves the firsti j i j j i
part.
We now identify the kernel of g . Let W be the smallest ideal of Hp
such that the images of the elements a b q a b are central in H rW fori j j i p
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1 F i F j F n. It is easy to see that W is the ideal generated by the
w xcommutators a b q a b , b for 1 F i, j, m F n. We shall prove thati j j i m
W s ker g .
If 1 F i F j F n then
g a b q a b s r y y r q y q r y y r q y s 2 r r y a .  .  .  . .i j j i i i j j j j i i i j i j
13 .
which lies in the center of C . Thus W is contained in the kernel of g . Letp
H s H rW. Thus g induces a homomorphism from H onto C . Wep p p p
need to show this map is an isomorphism.
For k s 1, . . . , n, let
1 1
w s a q b g H and z s b y a g H . .  .k k k p k k k p2 2
 .From the relations 4 , we have
2w s s y a b for k s 1, . . . , n ,k k i j
iqjsk
hence w is central. Moreover for 1 F i, j F n we havek
z z q z z s w y a b y w q w y a b y w .  .  . .i j j i i i j j j j i i
s ya b y a b q w a q b q w a q b y 2w w . .i j j i i j j j i i i j
s ya b y a b q 2w wi j j i i j
which lies in the center of H . From the universal property of D, it followsp
 .that there is a homomorphism h : D ª H such that h y s z andp k k
 .h r s w for all k. In order to show that h induces a homomorphismk k
from C to H , we show that h maps the ideal V to 0. Letp p p
n ny1 w xg t s t q w t q ??? qw s h f t g H t . .  . .1 n p
w x  ny1 .  ny1 .2Since in D t , q t , . . . , t, 1 s y t q ??? qy t q y , we have to1 ny1 n
show
2n
2 nyk w xg t y z t s p t in H t . .  . k p /
ks1
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This readily follows from the relation
p t s t n q a t ny1 q ??? qa t n q b t ny1 q ??? qb .  .  .1 n 1 n
n n
nyk nyks g t y z t g t q z t . .  . k k /  /
ks1 ks1
 .Thus, there is a homomorphism h : C ª H such that h y s z andp p k k
 .h r s w for all k.k k
In order to show injectivity of g on H , it suffices now to show h(g isp
the identity on H . Since this algebra is generated by w , . . . , w andp 1 n
 .  .z , . . . , z , it is enough to show g z s y and g w s r for all k. But1 n k k k k
g 2 z s g b y a s r q y y r y y s 2 y .  .  .  .k k k k k k k k
and
g 2w s g a q b s r y y q r q y s 2 r . .  .  .  .k k k k k k k k
For the next result we need to establish some additional notation.
Suppose L is a finite field extension of F and f : Z ª L is a surjectivep
 .homomorphism. The quadratic form f q is not necessarily nondegener-p
 .ate. We will let f q 9 denote its nondegenerate part, which is uniquelyp
determined up to isometry. The dimension of this nondegenerate form is
the rank of the specialization of the matrix of the form q to L.p
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 14. Let A, s be anisotropic and let f : C , t ª A, sp p
 .be an F-algebra homomorphism. Then f Z is a direct sum L [ ??? [ Lp 1 k
 .of finite field extensions of F. Let r : f Z ª L be the canonical projec-i p i
 .  .  .  .tion. Then f C , t s B , s [ ??? [ B , s where for each i, B , s isp p 1 1 k k i i
 . .the Clifford algebra of the form r (f q 9 o¨er L and s is the standardi p i i
in¨olution on B .i
Proof. By Lemma 1 the image of f must be semisimple. Because
 .f Z lies in the center of that image it must be a direct sum of fields.p
Moreover f factors through the canonical projection of C onto C rICp p p
where I is the kernel of the restriction of f to Z. Let r denote thei
 .projection of f Z onto L . Then C rIC s C [ ??? [ C where C isi p p 1 k i
 . .the Clifford algebra of r (f q over L . Let J denote the Jacobsoni p i i
radical of C . Then B s C rJ is precisely the Clifford algebra of the formi i i i
 . .r (f q 9 over L . Also one checks easily that the resulting homomor-i p i
phism C ª B [ ??? [ B preserves involutions if we use the standardp 1 k
involution on each B .i
For the purposes of the next corollary we will call a semisimple F-alge-
 .  .bra B, s p-special if it is a homomorphic image of C , t satisfying thep p
 .  .  .conditions of the proposition, that is, B, s s f C , t s B , sp p 1 1
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 .  .  .[ ??? [ B , s , where f Z s L [ ??? [ L : Z B is a direct sum ofk k p 1 k
 .  . .fields and B , s is the Clifford algebra of the form r (f q 9 over Li i i p i
with the standard involution.
 .COROLLARY 15. Let A, s be an anisotropic central simple algebra with
 .in¨olution o¨er the field F with fixed field F. The algebra A, s becomes
 .hyperbolic o¨er F p if it contains a p-special, s-in¨ariant subalgebra.
wProof. This follows from Proposition 13, Proposition 14, and from 5,
xProposition 10 .
 .We proceed to show how the algebra with involution C , t may bep p
used to determine the quaternion F-algebras and also the quadratic etaleÂ
.  .extensions of F which are split by F p .
yFor every quadratic etale extension LrF, we denote by the non-Â
trivial automorphism of LrF, which is the unique involution of the second
ykind on L. Similarly, for every quaternion F-algebra we denote by the
quaternion conjugation on Q, which is the unique symplectic involution on
this algebra.
LEMMA 16. For e¨ery quadratic etale extension LrF, the following areÂ
equi¨ alent:
 .i L is split, i.e., L ( F = F;
y .  .ii the algebra with in¨olution L, is hyperbolic;
y .  .iii the algebra with in¨olution L, is isotropic.
Similarly, for e¨ery quaternion F-algebra Q, the following are equi¨ alent:
 .i Q is split;
y .  .ii the algebra with in¨olution Q, is hyperbolic;
y .  .iii the algebra with in¨olution Q, is isotropic.
Proof. The right ideal generated by a zero-divisor in a quadratic etaleÂ
y  .  .extension or a quaternion algebra is isotropic for ; this proves i « ii
 .  .  .  .in each case. The implications ii « iii are clear and iii « i follows in
each case from the fact that an isotropic algebra with involution is not a
division algebra.
PROPOSITION 17. Let LrF be a quadratic field extension necessary etale,Â
.since char. F / 2 . The following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .  .  .i L splits o¨er F p , i.e., L m F p ( F p = F p ;F
 .  .i9 L ; F p ;
y .  .  .ii L, becomes hyperbolic o¨er F p ;
 .  .iii there is a homomorphism of F-algebras with in¨olution C , t ªp py .L, .
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 .Moreo¨er, if these conditions hold, then e¨ery homomorphism as in iii is
surjecti¨ e.
 .  .  .Proof. The equivalence of i and i9 is clear, and the equivalence of i
 .  .  .and ii follows from the lemma. Moreover, iii « ii is a consequence of
w x  .the general hyperbolicity criterion 5, Proposition 10 , since C , t is ap p
 .  .homomorphic image of H , s . Conversely, if ii holds, then this hyper-p p
bolicity criterion yields a homomorphism
yf : H , s ª L, . .  .p p
 .Since L is commutative, f a b q a b is central for all i, j, hence, byi j j i
 .Proposition 13, the map f factors through C , t .p py .  .  .Suppose now f : C , t ª L, is a homomorphism such that f Cp p p
s F. Since 0 is the only skew-symmetric element in F, all the skew-
 .symmetric elements in C are in the kernel of f ; in particular, f y s 0p k
for all k, hence the relation
2n
2 2ny1 nykf t y q t , . . . , t , 1 s f t y y t s p t .  .  .  . k /
ks1
w xin C t yieldsp
2 w xf f t s p t in F t . .  . .
This is impossible since p is separable.
There is a similar result for quaternion algebras:
 .PROPOSITION 18. Let Q be a non-split hence di¨ ision quaternion F-
algebra. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i Q splits o¨er F p ;
y .  .  .ii Q, becomes hyperbolic o¨er F p ;
 .  .iii there is a homomorphism of F-algebras with in¨olution C , t ªp py .Q, .
Moreo¨er, if these conditions hold and if Q is not split by any quadratic field
 .  .extension of F contained in F p , then e¨ery homomorphism as in iii is
surjecti¨ e.
 .  .  .Proof. The arguments for i m ii ¥ iii are exactly the same as in the
 .  .preceding proposition. To prove ii « iii , observe that a b q a b si j j i
 .  . a s a q a s a is s -symmetric in H . Therefore, its image f a b qi p j j p i p p i jy.  .  .a b under any homomorphism f : H , s ª Q, is invariant underj i p py, hence it is in F. Therefore, by Proposition 13, f factors through
 .  .  .C , t . This completes the proof of the equivalence of conditions i , ii ,p p
 .and iii .
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y .  .If f : C , t ª Q, is not surjective, then the argument of the lastp p
paragraph of Proposition 17 shows that its image is a quadratic field
y .  .extension L of F. Hence f induces a homomorphism C , t ª L, ,p p
and the preceding proposition shows that L ; F p ; but then Q is split by
 .the quadratic extension L of F contained in F p .
5. EXAMPLES OF LOW DEGREE
 .In this final section we consider the cases where the degree of p t is 2,
 . w x4, or 6. If deg p t s 2, the structure of H was determined in 5 . Forp
completeness we repeat the result here.
 .  .PROPOSITION 19. If the degree of p t is two then the map g : H , sp py y .  .   . .ª C , t is an isomorphism and H , s ( F p , , where denotesp p p p
 .the nonidentity automorphism of F p o¨er F.
 .  w x  . .Proof. By Theorem 9, H , s ( F y r y9y y s , b , where y isp p 2 p
 .transcendental over F, y9 s yy q s , and b y s y9. In particular H is1 p p
 .  .commutative so g : H , s ª C , t is an isomorphism by Propositionp p p p
2 y .   . .13. Moreover y9y y s s yy q s y y s . Hence H , s ( F p , ,2 1 2 p p
as desired.
We thus recover some known results:
 .  .COROLLARY 20. Suppose deg p t s 2. Let A, s be a central simple
 .F-algebra with in¨olution and assume A, s is anisotropic. The algebra
 .  .A, s becomes hyperbolic o¨er F p if and only if it contains a quadratic
 .subfield LrF such that L is isomorphic to F p and s induces the noniden-
y  .tity automorphism on LrF. If t : F p ª F denotes the trace map, and if
  . .we assume moreo¨er that p is irreducible, then the Witt kernel W F p rF is
gi¨ en by
yW F p rF s t# W F p , . .  . .  . .
wProof. The first part follows from the hyperbolicity criterion 5, Propo-
xsition 10 and the explicit description of H in the preceding proposition.p
 .The second part follows from Corollary 6 since F p s H is the onlyp
simple homomorphic image of H if p is irreducible.p
wThe first part was proved by Bayer-Fluckiger, Shapiro, and Tignol in 1,
xTheorem 3.3 , in the case where s is the first kind. The description of the
wWitt kernel of a quadratic field extension is well known: see 4, Theorem
x2.5.2 .
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 .We now turn to the case where deg p t s 4:
p t s t 4 q s t 3 q s t 2 q s t q s . . 1 2 3 4
1 2 .Let u be a new indeterminate over F and a s 4u q 4 s y s ; let also2 18
22 w xr u s 4u a y s y s a y s g F u . .  . .4 1 3
 . w xThis polynomial is the cubic resolvent of p t : see 2, p. 140 . Its roots are
2 2 2  .l , l , l , where l , l , l are related to the roots t , . . . , t of p t by1 2 3 1 2 3 1 4
1
l s t q t y t y t .1 1 2 3 42
1
l s t y t q t y t .2 1 2 3 42
1
l s t y t y t q t . .3 1 2 3 42
 .  .PROPOSITION 21. If the degree of p t is four then the map g : H , sp p
 .ª C , t is an isomorphism. Therefore H is isomorphic to the Cliffordp p p
2  .  2 . 2algebra of the form uX q s a y s X X q a y s X o¨er the polyno-1 1 3 1 2 4 2
w x w x  .mial ring F u . This Clifford algebra is an F u -order of reduced discrimi-
 .   ..  .nant r u in a quaternion algebra u, yr u . If p t is irreducible, thisF u.
order is maximal.
 .Proof. For p t of degree four defining relations for H arep
s s a q b1 1 1
s s a q b q a b2 2 2 1 1
s s a b q a b3 1 2 2 1
s s a b .4 2 2
By Lemma 8 the elements a and b commute in H . From the expression2 2 p
for s it follows that a b commutes with b and the expression for s2 1 1 2 1
shows that a b commutes with b . Therefore, a b is in the center of H .1 1 1 1 1 p
The elements a b q a b and a b also lie in the center. From Proposi-1 2 2 1 2 2
tion 13 we infer that g is an isomorphism. To compute the quadratic form
 .we use the relations 12 for n s 2. We obtain
2 r s s1 1
2 r qr 2ya s s2 1 11 2
2 r r ya s s1 2 12 3
r 2ya s s .2 22 4
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1 2 .Combining the first two relations, we obtain r s 4a q 4 s y s s2 11 2 18
1 2 .4u q 4 s y s s a, where u and a are as defined above. The third and2 18
fourth relations then give a s s a y s and a s a2 y s . Hence the12 1 3 22 4
quadratic form is as stated. Diagonalizing this form over the field of
 ..  y1  .:fractions F u yields the quadratic form u, u r u , whose Clifford
  ..algebra is u, yr u . The reduced discriminant of the order C is theF u. p
square root of the determinant of reduced trace form. It can be computed
 .by using the standard basis 1, y , y , y y for C . If p t is irreducible,1 2 1 2 p
then the formula given above for the roots l 2, l 2, l 2, of r show that for1 2 3
 2 .each i one has l f F l . It follows that the quaternion algebrai i
  ..u, yr u ramifies exactly at the irreducible factors of r. Since r isF u.
  ..the discriminant of C , viewed as an order in u, yr u , this order isp F u.
maximal.
 .COROLLARY 22. The quaternion F-algebra which are split by F p but not
 .  .by a quadratic extension of F contained in F p if any are of the form
x , yr x . . F
for x g F=.
Proof. Proposition 18 shows that the quaternion F-algebras which are
 .  .split by F p but not by a quadratic extension of F contained in F p are
y .  .homomorphic images of C , t . Let Q, be such an algebra and letp py .  .f : C , t ª Q, be a surjective homomorphism.p p
w xIn the description of Proposition 21, C is an F u -order in a quaternionp
  ..  .  .algebra u, yr u . Let x s f u g Q. Since t u s u, it follows thatF u. p
x s x, hence x g F. Note that the algebra C contains an element withp
 .  .square u; therefore, if x s 0, then f C is split. Moreover, if r x s 0,p
w xthe image under f of a basis of C over F u is not linearly independentp
 .since r is the discriminant of C , hence f is not onto, a contradiction. Itp
is then easy to check that Q has the required form.
The corollary readily yields a description of the 2-fold Pfister forms over
 .F which become hyperbolic over F p , in view of the well-known relation
 .between quaternion algebras and 2-fold Pfister forms. When F p con-
tains a quadratic extension of F, these 2-fold Pfister forms are determined
w xby different arguments by Lam, Leep, and Tignol in 3, Theorem 3.9 .
From the explicit description of H in Proposition 21, it follows that thep
finite-dimensional anisotropic homomorphic images of H are of thep
following two types:
y’v   . .L r , where L is a finite field extension of F containing a root
y ’ .r of r and is the non-trivial automorphism of L r rL;
yv  .Q, where Q is a quaternion algebra over a finite field extension
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L of F, of the form
Q s l , yr l , . . L
where l g L= is not a root of r.
 .If the degree of p t is six, then H is no longer the same as C and sop p
we can say no more than is contained in the general hyperbolicity crite-
 .rion. However, there is one special case worth noting. For p t of arbitrary
degree we can always assume without loss of generality that the coefficient
s is zero. However, in the degree six case if we assume in addition that the1
 .coefficients a and b of the factorization of p t are also zero then we get1 1
a surprising result.
 . 6 4 3 2PROPOSITION 23. Assume that p t s t q s t q s t q s t q s t q s2 3 4 5 6
and let J be the ideal in H generated by b . Then H rJ is isomorphic to thep 1 p
Clifford algebra of the following quadratic form o¨er F:
s2 s s s22 2 3 32 2y s x q y s x x q y s x .4 2 5 2 3 6 3 / /  /4 2 4
In particular, H rJ is either a quaternion algebra o¨er F or a quadratic etaleÂp
extension of F.
 .Proof. If we set b s 0 in the defining relations 4 we obtain1
s s a q b2 2 2
s s a q b3 3 3
s s a b4 2 2
s s a b q a b5 2 3 3 2
s s a b .6 3 3
From these relations it follows immediately that the image of every
element of the form a b q a b lies in the center of H rJ and so byi j j i p
Proposition 13, H rJ is isomorphic to C rI where I is the image of J inp p
C , that is, I is the ideal generated by the image of b . By Proposition 13p 1
 .the image of b is r q y , but by the relations 12 , r s s r2 s 0. It1 1 1 1 1
follows that I is the ideal in C generated by y . Hence in C rI all of thep 1 p
 .terms a where i s 1 or j s 1 are zero. Hence by 12 we havei j
r s s r2, r s s r22 2 3 3
a s r 2 y s22 2 4
a s 2 r r y s23 2 3 5
a s r 2 y s .33 3 6
In particular all of these elements lie in F! The result follows.
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Let d denote the discriminant of the quadratic form of the proposition.
 . 6 4 3 2COROLLARY 24. Let p t s t q s t q s t q s t q s t q s o¨er F2 3 4 5 6
 .and assume d / 0. If A is a central simple F-algebra then p t can be
 3 . 3 . w xfactored into two factors t q a t q a t q b t q b in A t iff A can be2 3 2 3
decomposed into a tensor product of central simple F-algebras C m B whereF
C is the Clifford algebra of the form
s2 s s s22 2 3 32 2y s x q y s x x q y s x .4 2 5 2 3 6 3 / /  /4 2 4
Proof. The condition on A is equivalent to saying that there is an
F-algebra homomorphism from H to A with b s 0. By the propositionp 1
and the assumption that d / 0 it follows that A contains an F-subalgebra
isomorphic to the Clifford algebra C. But C is an F-central simple algebra
and so must split off as a tensor factor of A.
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